Senior high student Lunie loves to dress up in frilly dresses and bows. One day she meets Yu-Hsuan from the class next door, and sets out to persuade her to adopt the same style. And as she does so, the two start to grow closer.

Lunie is a senior high school student who loves to dress up in frilly dresses and bows. One day she passes another student, the petite Yu-Hsuan, on campus, and becomes convinced she has the perfect frame for the same style. But Yu-Hsuan, a shy and short-haired sports-lover, resists her new friend’s attempts to both persuade and trick her into a new look.

But as time goes on, Lunie realizes her feelings for Yu-Hsuan go beyond friendship and she becomes obsessed with everything Yu-Hsuan does and thinks. What is Lunie to do when she learns Yu-Hsuan has a crush on a boy in her class? She wants Yu-Hsuan to be happy, but she doesn’t want to lose her. What will happen if she tells Yu-Hsuan how she feels?

The author Monday Recover uses clean and romantic images to portray the relationship between the two girls in this rare example of a lesbian love story which has been commercially successful.

Monday Recover 星期一回收日

Monday Recover is a Taiwanese manga artist. She has won the gold prize in the 2015 Tong Li Creativity Competition’s youth manga category and bronze in the 2015 Bahamut ACG Award’s manga category. Other works include Love of Sandstorm.
Enjoying all of this by yourself is wonderful enough but...

Delicate layers of lace...

Skirt all puffed up like a cake....
Chapter 1 『Yu-shuan』

Yu-Hsuan
LOLITA FASHION!!!

HEHE... THIS MOST BEAUTIFUL WAY OF DRESSING UP IS KNOWN AS...

LOL... i love this mos t beautifully dressed up way!!!

Hey! Yu-Hsuan, don't you agree?

Take a look!

Sorry...
The feeling was mutual!

BYE

IT'S MY STOP!

NOT MY THING...

PLUG

it's my stop!

i met yu-hsuan last week...

...at a fun fair. The feeling was mutual!

I MET YU-HSUAN LAST WEEK...

Bye Bye
 WoW—
REALLY! THAT’S
LUNIE FROM
CLASS 002!
COSPLAY?

SIGH
DON’T YOU
THINK THAT’S
TAking IT
A LITTLE
FAR?

WOW—
REALLY! THAT’S
LUNIE FROM
CLASS 002!
COSPLAY?

SIGH
DON’T YOU
THINK THAT’S
TAking IT
A LITTLE
FAR?

BUT
CLOTHES
LIKE THIS
ARE MY
WHOLE
WORLD!

WHATEVER
YOU SAY,
EARTHINGS.

I’M NOT
GONNA...